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1976 Honda CB400 Four
FOR SALE
Engine Size: 400cc

£5,950

Manufacturer: Honda
Mode: CB400 four supersport
Year: 1976
Engine Size: 408
Registration: MEU378P
Other Info: Here for sale is my Honda CB400 Four Supersport. 1976.
I purchased the bike in March from a chap that had a collection of bikes in his home. He had owned the
bike since 2012 after it had undergone a full restoration by David Silver (thats what I'd been informed, I
have no documents to prove that, but also no reason to doubt) and the bike had been rarely used in that
time and had only covered 500 miles since its restoration.
I have enjoyed using the bike this summer, riding in the Yorkshire dales in dry sunny weather and
attending classic bike shows. The mileage now stands at 2086.
According to the Previous MOT certificates the mileage before its restoration was 69401
The bike has a custom paint job, Rothmans racing inspired colour scheme, not everyones cup of tea but I
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think it looks great as do many others, gets a lot of attention at the bike shows. The bike was originally
blue.
The bike fires up great for a 42 year old machine, likes a bit of choke and allowed to warm up for a few
minutes.
It rides great, it sounds fantastic.
It is tax exempt and MOT exempt however I put it through an MOT anyway for peace of mind and it
passed with 0 advisories.
The bike comes with a bunch of old MOT certificates and a couple of reciepts for new tyres, 2 haynes
manuals, original owners manual, one key, a show plate and a road legal plate.
Please get in touch if you wish to arrange a viewing, this bike is stunning and the picture don't do it justice.
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